An alternative approach to multivariate selection in plant breeding where genotypes are evaluated at many locations.
A new approach to genotypic selection in a plant breeding programme where the genotypes under assessment are grown in a number of environments is examined. It is assumed that these environments are a random sub-set of all possible environments where the genotypes are likely to be grown. It involves estimating the probability that each genotype will, if grown at any location, exceed predefined target values for one or more characters. The multi-normal probabilities are estimated from the genotype means and environmental variance of each variate. Where more than a single variate is to be considered, the correlation coefficients between variates are also used in the estimation. It was found that the coefficient obtain by correlating the predicted proportion of locations that genotypes would exceed the set target values, with the observed proportion of locations in a different year, were consistently higher than similar coefficients between observed proportions in different seasons. The latter were high enough to conclude that the approach would be of use in practise. Such a method may therefore be used to identify genotypes which have a high probability of being suitable over a range of locations.